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Spacing Differentiation in the Developing
Drosophila Eye: A Fibrinogen-Related Lateral

Inhibitor Encoded by scabrous

NICHOLAS E. BAKER, MAREK MLODZIK, GERALD M. RUBIN

In the development of multicellular organisms a diversity
of cell types differentiate at specific positions. Spacing
patterns, in which an array of two or more cell types
forms from a uniform field of cells, are a common feature
of development. Identical precursor cells may adopt dif-
ferent fates because of competition and inhibition be-
tween them. Such a pattem in the developing Drosophila
eye is the evenly spaced array of R8 cells, around which
other cell types are subsequently recruited. Genetic stud-
ies suggest that the scabrous mutation disrupts a signal
produced by R8 cells that inhibits other cells from also
becoming R8 cells. The scabrous locus was cloned, and it
appears to encode a secreted protein partly related to the
P and y chains of fibrinogen. It is proposed that the sca
locus encodes a lateral inhibitor ofR8 differentiation. The
roles of the Drosophila EGF-receptor homologue (DER)
and Notch genes in this process were also investigated.

T 8 HE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF MOST MULTICELLULAR
organisms depends on the differentiation of the cell types in
an appropriate spatial organization. In some cases, it may be

that the organization is determined by an invariant pattern of cell
divisions. In others the organization is determined by induction, a
process by which uncommitted cells are instructed to adopt a
particular fate by another cell type. In a spacing pattern, some cells
from a field ofequivalent precursor cells become different from their
neighbors, forming a spaced array of determined cells (Fig. 1).
Which cells are chosen depends not on lineage or induction, but on
the distance separating the differentiating cells, an indication that
spacing patterns may result from competition; for example, the first
of a set of equipotent cells to attain some developmental threshold
inhibits the progression of others, giving rise to a mixture of
determined and undetermined cells (Fig. 1).

Examples of spacing patterns are found in the development of
many organisms. In insects, neuroblasts arise from the neurogenic
ectoderm separated by undifferentiated cells that later make epider-
mis (1). Other examples include the pattem of sensory bristles in
insects (2), determination of the anchor cell and the ventral uterine
precursor cells in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (3), the
differentiation of heterocysts in the nitrogen-fixing alga Anabaena
(4), and the pattern ofstomata on the leaves ofhigher plants (5). In
vertebrates, the pattems of hair and tooth development may be
examples of spacing pattems. Inhibitory mechanisms have been
proposed to account for regeneration in Tubularia (6), vertebrate
organ growth (7), and cell differentiation in the vertebrate retina (8).
The wide phylogenetic distribution ofspacing patterns suggests that
competition and inhibition may be a common mechanism whereby
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Fig. 1. Spacing patterns during development. The proposed role of lateral
inhibition in spacing development is illustrated in (A). If differentiating cells
inhibit their neighbors from following the same developmental pathway, a
mixture of differentiated and undifferentiated cells can develop from an
initially uniform population. The spacing between differentiating cells is
determined by their field of inhibitory influence (represented by arrows).
Experimental evidence for inhibition comes from ablation experiments. For
example, when insect neuroblasts or nematode vulval precursors are ablated,
a replacement is generated from the neighboring cells. Before ablation,
differentiation of the replacement must have been inhibited by the original
neuroblast or vulval cell (51). (B) R8 cells differentiating in the developing
Drosophila retina (52). [Magnification -300x.] About one-twentieth of the
cells in the epithelium become R8 cells in a regular pattern. The formation
of the regular array of R8 cells is thought to depend on a spacing pattern
mechanism.

equivalent cells can produce a pattern of different cell types.
However, the putative inhibitory factors that are essential to the
competition-inhibition mechanism have not been identified.
We now describe mutations that affect a spacing pattern in the

development of the Drosophila eye (Fig. 1). Our main condusion is
that the scabrous gene product, a putative secreted protein, is one of
the factors used to prevent neighboring cells from entering the same
developmental pathway. Mutations in the Notch and DER genes
also affect this process.
Development of the eye imaginal disc in wild-type and sca-

brous mutant Drosophila. Drosophila eye development has been
well reviewed (9). Each eye comprises about 800 identical omma-
tidia, or unit eyes, each containing 20 distinct adult cells (Fig. 2a).
The eye forms from a single-cell thick epithelium, the eye imaginal
disc. The R8 photoreceptor cell, which occupies a central position in
each ommatidium, was identified by Tomlinson and Ready (9) as
the first to begin differentiation; they inferred that specification of
the R8 photoreceptor was the first step in ommatidium formation,
and called this cell the "foundation photoreceptor." In each row, R8
cells are about eight cells apart, and the R8 cell array is thought to
form as a spacing pattern (Fig. 1). Surrounding undifferentiated
cells are then recruited over a 2-day period until each ommatidium
achieves its full complement. Differentiation of the whole eye disc
does not occur simultaneously. Instead, a wave of differentiation
moves across the eye disc from posterior to anterior. The first events
as the wave passes are the cessation of general cell division and a
transient change in cell shape, so that a "morphogenetic furrow"
separates undifferentiated from differentiating regions. This means
that each eye disc contains ommatidia at many stages of develop-
ment from the morphogenetic furrow to the posterior disc margin,
arranged in the order of their formation (10).

Cell lineage plays no role in the determination ofthe eye disc cells,
which are thought to be equivalent until cell division stops. The eye
disc is not in contact with any other structure capable of inducing
the R8 cell pattern, which can continue to develop if the disc is
transplanted elsewhere in the larva (11). Therefore, the R8 cell array
may arise de novo through a process of cell interactions within the
epithelium (12). As with other spacing patterns, the spacing of the
R8 cells may depend on mutual inhibition so that the distance of
separation reflects the inhibitory sphere of influence of each R8 cell
(9) (Fig. 1).
Mutations that alter the spacing ofthe R8 cells would be expected

7 DECEMBER 1990

to alter the ommatidia in the adult. Many mutations have been
described that affect adult eye morphology in Drosophila (13). Such
mutations have been examined to identify those that changed the
spacing ofommatidia in the eye disc. Three genes were found: scabrous
(14); the Drosophila EGF-receptor homologue (15); and Notch (16,
17). Mutations at these loci are not specific to the eye and can also have
effects on eye development after the R8 cell array is formed.
The sca' mutation is recessive (18) and, when homozygous,

produces a roughening of the extemal surface of the eye. The
number and spacing of adult bristles are also affected. Of the many
other mutant alleles isolated, we use scaBBP2 as representative because
the scaB'2 allele is unable to synthesize any gene product (19). We
refer to scaBP2 as sca-. In sca-, the eye is the same overall size as that
in wild type and has a similar number of facets (the externally visible
surfaces of the ommatidia), but the facets have irregular size and
shape (Fig. 2, A and B). Sections of fixed material showed that
ommatidia contained variable numbers of photoreceptor cells (Fig.
2, C and D). In a sample of 210 ommatidia, 40 percent were
abnormal. The number of rhabdomeres in sections of abnormal
ommatidia varied from 4 to 20 with a mean of 10 (20); in each
section in wild type, 7 are seen.

In studies of the imaginal disc with antibodies that label specific
ommatidial cells, the position of the ommatidia was abnormal as
soon as they could be detected. Ommatidia were often doser
together than in wild type, separated by fewer undifferentiated cells
than normal (Fig. 2, E to H). Reduced separation ofommatidia was
not due to death of the intervening cells because the extent of cell
death was no greater in sca- discs than in wild type (21). The
separation between ommatidia could also be larger than normal. At

Table 1. Analysis of 591 sca-mosaic ommatidia, 327 for scaBP2 and 264
for scaOB7, and 229 control mosaic ommatidia in which all cells were sca+
(50). Ommatidia are not constructed by a pattern of cell divisions; thus
clone boundaries take variable courses through individual ommatidia and
any combination of mutant and wild-type cells is possible. (Upper) On
average, it is expected that in a population of mosaic ommatidia any given
cell type will be of each genotype in 50 percent of the cases. The sca- R8
cells are significantly underrepresented in normally constructed mosaic
ommatidia. (Lower) Cells in abnormally constructed ommatidia cannot be
identified with certainty and were not analyzed directly. However, the
number of abnormally constructed mosaic ommatidia was similar to the
shortfall of normal ommatidia with sca+ R8 cells (number of normally
constructed mosaic ommatidia with sca+ R8 cells minus the number with
sca- R8 cells, calculated from the data in the upper portion), suggesting
that this was their origin.

Genetic composition of normally constructed ommatidia mosaic for sca

Mutant (percent)
R cell 5caBP2 oB7 Combined

sa sca sca - Control
sca

Ri 45 42 44 48
R2 38 51 44 55
R3 40 54 46 52
R4 43 52 47 41
R5 42 45 43 47
R6 42 41 42 41
R7 51 38 45 44
R8 20 23 21 50

Fate of ommatidia containing sca- R8 cells

Abnormally Missing dass of normally
Gene constructed mosaic constructed ommatidia

ommatidia with sca- R8 cells
scaBP2 116 127
scaOB7 100 88
Both alleles 216 215
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later stages, when more cells had been recruited, improperly spaced
clusters were often fused. The fused ommatidia contained more than
the usual complement of photoreceptor cell precursors.
The unusual spacing of the differentiating ommatidia might be

due to their formation at inappropriate locations. To investigate
this, we used two markers for pattern formation prior to the
expression of cell-type specific antigens. The cobalt sulfide method
stains the apical borders of cells, and apical cell contacts are the first
sign of ommatidia formation in the developing eye disc (9). In sca-
the clustering of cells was abnormal even in the morphogenetic
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furrow, before expression of neural antigens begins (Fig. 2J).
Expression of the sca gene itself provides another marker of early
pattern formation. In wild-type eye discs, sca antigen is first detected
in clusters of cells preceeding the morphogenetic furrow, and
remains in R8 cells for about 8 hours, disappearing as overt
differentiation begins after the furrow (19) (Fig. 2K). We identified
a mutant, scaUM2 (14), phenotypically similar to sca- but that
produces normal levels of sca antigen. In scaUM2, the clusters of
positive cells ahead of the furrow are abnormally spaced and often
fused, and give rise to an abnormal pattern of sca-expressing R8 cell
precursors in the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 2L). These two
experiments show that the spacing of ommatidium formation is
abnormal in sca mutants, beginning ahead of the morphogenetic
furrow about 8 hours before the expression of neural genes.
The role of the sca+ gene in individual ommatidial cells was

investigated by means of mosaic analysis. The cells in which the sca
gene functions can be deduced from mosaic ommatidia that contain
some mutant and some wild-type cells. Ommatidia in which some
cells were sca-/sca- and the others were sca-/+ were obtained at the
borders of clones of homozygous sca- cells. Some such ommatidia
had normal morphology in the adult, others did not. Only cells in
which sca+ function is not required are expected to be sca-/sca- in
phenotypically normal ommatidia. All the photoreceptors could be
sca- without affecting the structure of the ommatidium (Table 1).
However, fewer normal ommatidia had mutant R8 cells (about 40
percent of controls).
The mosaic experiment showed that the sca+ gene has a function

in the R8 cell, but no role could be detected for the sca+ gene in any
other cells. This suggested that spacing depended on sca+ function
in the R8 cells, because R8 cell genotype was quantitatively
sufficient to account for all the mutant ommatidia seen (Table 1).
Consistent with this result, sca gene expression becomes limited to
the R8 cell precursors (19). Function ofsca+ in disc cells whose fate
in the adult is unknown (and which therefore could not be scored
directly in the mosaic analysis), like the "mystery cells" (9) seems

Fig. 2. The scabrous mutant phenotype. (A) Scanning electron micrograph
of a portion of a wild-type Drosophila eye; about 20 of the -800 facets
are shown. (B) In a sca mutant eye (scawl/scawBi) the facet size and
hair positions are irregular (53). (C) In wild-type sections a regular
arrangement is seen; each ommatidium is surrounded by pigment cells and
contains seven photoreceptor cells visible at this plane ofsection (53). (D) In
sca-, pigment cells surround larger numbers of irregularly arranged photo-
receptor cells. (E) Part of a wild-type disc stained with monoclonal antibody
MAb22C1O, which labels photoreceptor cells (53). The morphogenetic
furrow is at the bottom, and older ommatidia are toward the top. Nearest
the furrow, only R8 cells are positive; later three cells express the antigen. In
the array, each row is exactly out of phase with the next. Eventually all the
unlabeled cells are recruited to form part of the ommatidium such as the
pigment cells that surround the neurons, or die (9). (F) sca- eye disc. Note
example of an ommatidium, apparently containing two R8-cells (vertical
arrow), that is predicted to develop into an oversize cluster (horizontal
arrow). (G) Wild-type eye disc stained with an antibody to the sevenless
gene product. At this stage Sevenless is predominantly in R3 and R4 (54).
(H) sca- eye disc. (F and H) Examples of reduced spacing in one direction
and increased spacing in another. Spacing can be reduced laterally, vertically,
or diagonally (H), suggesting that interactions both within and between
rows may be affected in sca-. (I) Apical cell boundaries revealed by CoS
staining in a wild-type eye disc (53). Ommatidia are first detected as clusters
of cells in the morphogenetic furrow (vertical arrow). In more mature
ommatidia (horizontal arrow) cells can be identified from their stereotyped
positions. (J) In sca- the ommatidia are irregularily spaced in the furrow
(vertical arrows). More mature ommatidia often have too many cells
(horizontal arrow). (K) In wild-type, sca is expressed briefly in clusters of
cells ahead of the furrow and continues in R8 cells for about 8 hours.
Antigen is perinuclear and in bodies which may be vesicular throughout the
cell but especially apically (shown here) (55). (L) Expression of sca in the
scaUM2 mutant. The scale bar in (H) represents 30 ,um for (C to D), 20 ,um
for (E to H), 10 ,um for (I to J), and 50 ,um for (K and L).
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s ca MAGSNVLWPI LLAVVLLQISVAFVSGAASGGVVLS DVNNMLRDAKVVTSEKPVVHSKQETEAPESSVELLRFVDDDEDSEDI SS IERQDGRTMESKKMADQVRLLTKQLNALMLRRRE DYEMLEHN 126

s ca LRKSLRLTTNANSVDADMRS ELNQLYtEELAALRSSQSGNKERLTVE*WLQQT ISEIRKQLVDLQRTASNVAQDVQQRSST FEDLATIRSDYQQLKLDLAAQRERQQQTEVYVQELRE EMLQQEQDFQ 252

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7s ca HALVKLQQRTRKDG SSASVEEESCSQEANQYQTGLETTADHKRRHCRFQSEQIHQLQLAQRNLRRQVNG LRFHHIDERVRSIEVEQHRIANANFNLSSQIASLDKLHTSMLELLEDVEGLQTKMDK 378

sca LVNDENKN ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~503sca ~S IPELRHEISKLE FANAQITSEQSLIREEGTNAARSLQAMAVSVSVLQEEREGMRKLSANVDQLRTNVDRLQS LVDMNKrTHLNKPHKRPHHQNVQAQMPQDDSPI DSVLAETLVSELENVE 50

sca TQYEAIINKLPHDtSEVHTQ TDGLHLIAPAGQRHPLMTHC TAD GWTTVQRRFDGSADFNRSWADYAQGFG A PGGEFWIGNEQLHHLTLDN CSRLQVQMQD 603
fib b (hum) IVSCNhJPVVSGK IIRK GGEJSEMYIhDMJSSVK1JYRVYUDMNt4ENGEIVI I * VMTNTDGKNYCGL p KISSQNRMG PTEI
fib g (hum) KDTVQIDITG * DIANK GAKQSGIYFWJJANQQFLVYIMEIDGSGNUI I LS PTGT 113..ISTQSAIPTAIJELEI
adren. (hum) FTTGGLRIP MQNGAGASRtSTIFII NGNREFENVFKJDMEIDGGLV IS AG DYSI R.DLRA

S* - *0 *
s c a IIYDNVWVAEYKRFYISSRADGYRLHIAEYS GNASDAL NYQQGMQFSAIDDDRDISQT HCAANYEGGWWFSHCQHANLNGRYNLGL TWFDAARNEWIAVKSS 704
fib b (hum) WKGDKVKJGlTVQNEIN ISVN DG ASQLMGENRTMTIHN I I I LWIISDPRKRISKEDGE YNRNAJ NQYEIDMKH
fib g (hum) WNGRTSTUDUAIEJVGPEB YU FA I !FDGFDFGDDPSDKFFTSH 3KFEGN IUEQDGSEWMN IJIAG ;=6TYSKASTPN
adren. (hum) G(gEAVFMDS1JHVDS 1Y 1 EG t IiMSSHis MVSORAYR STY

s c a RMLVKRLPAVECQANASASGA FVSVSGSAADAAPSSGATTTTTTATAAPATVTTPKTNNSVVQFVAAGQA 774

Fig. 3. Deduced amino acid sequence of the sca protein. The pcs6 cDNA
sequence has been deposited with GenBank (accession number M37703).
Translation ofthe sca protein is expected to begin at nucleotide 299, and end
with a TAA codon at nucleotide 2620. Intron positions, indicated by
triangles above the protein sequence, were determined by comparison
between the cDNA sequence and corresponding genomic regions (56). The
algorithm of von Heijne (57) gives a score of +7.9 for signal peptide
deavage after Ala22 (scores above + 3.5 are rare except for secreted proteins),
and this putative signal sequence is underlined. Cleavage after Glye would
also be possible (von Heijne score = +6.3). The putative Sca signal sequence
lacks the basic NH2-terminus (n-region) found in many signal peptides, but
not in all (58). There are possible NH2-linked glycosylation sites at residues
347, 562, 593, 635, 719, 761, and RR and KR dibasic residues: 294 to 296;
316 to 317; 468 to 469; 614 to 615; 709 to 710. There is an opa repeat
which is mostly translated as threonine (dotted). In scaOB7 a G toA transition

unlikely because more phenotypically abnormal mosaic ommatidia
would be expected if another cell were also involved. In both sca-
mosaics and mutant homozygotes some ommatidia developed nor-
mally, suggesting that the function of sca is partially redundant and
can sometimes be executed by other gene products.
The scabrous locus encodes a secreted protein related to

fibrinogens. The sca gene has been isolated by transposon-tagging
and the sca transcription unit has been identified (19). The cDNA
clone pcs6, isolated from an eye-disc cDNA library, contains a 2791
base pair (bp) insert comprising nearly all the sca transcript (22).
Conceptual translation reveals a single long open reading frame that
extends from nucleotide 223 to 2619. The second ATG, at nucle-
otide 299, is likely to encode the amino-tenninal methionine,
because of its agreement with the known eukaryotic consensus for
translation initiation and codon usage, making a predicted protein
of 774 amino acids (Fig. 3). Hydropathy analysis defines only one
hydrophobic region, extending from amino acids 1 to 35, with the
most probable site for cleavage of a signal peptide being directly
after Ala22. The putative protein contains potential glycosylation
sites and pairs of dibasic residues that are sometimes substrates for
proteolytic enzymes (Fig. 3). These features suggest that the sca
gene encodes a secreted protein.
Genomic DNA corresponding to the sca coding region was also

sequenced from the scaOB7 and sca WBI mutants. These mutations
were induced by ethane methyl sulfonic acid (EMS) and are
phenotypically similar to sca- (14). In both alleles a G to A
transition introduces a premature termination codon into the open
reading frame (Fig. 3).
Comparison of the putative sca protein to the sequences of other

known proteins revealed similarity between the carboxyl-terminal
portion ofthe protein and fibrinogens, a class ofsecreted proteins in
vertebrates (Fig. 3). The identities include four cysteines that are
conserved in all fibrinogens and form intrachain cysteine bonds in
these molecules. Several other proteins also contain a similar domain
(23); a gene expressed in human adrenal medulla (24) has the
greatest similarity to sca. We have been unable to detect significant
sequence similarity to these or other known proteins outside the
COOH-terminal region.
The similarity of parts of Sca and fibrinogens does not suggest an

at nucleotide 816 replaces Trp'73 with a TAG stop codon (asterisk). In
scaWBI a G to A transition at nudeotide 2291 replaces Trp698 with a TAG
stop codon (asterisk) (56). Residues 504 to 695 of Sca are shown aligned
with the corresponding regions from human fibrinogen 1 and y chains, and
a cDNA isolated from human adrenal medulla (23, 24). Within a 176-amino
acid segment Sca has between 64 and 69 identities with these sequences
(shaded), and therefore is almost as closely related to the fibrinogens as
fibrinogens are to each other. Six residues are absolutely conserved between
these and other fibrinogen-like sequences (cirdes), induding four cysteines.
The adrenal sequence is most similar (39 percent identity over the 176-
amino acid residues (24). Abbreviations for the amino acid residues are: A,
Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, HIe; K, Lys; L, Leu;
M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp;
and Y, Tyr.

identical structure for these proteins. Vertebrate fibrinogens are
secreted proteins that polymerize to form fibrin, a major constituent
of blood clots (25). Fibrinogens form an ao3y-heterotrimer
crosslinked by Cys-Cys and other covalent bonds, but none of the
crosslinked regions are conserved in Sca, nor are regions important
for other aspects of fibrinogen function, such as platelet binding.
Fibrin polymerization is activated by cleavage of terminal fibrino-
peptides. Neither fibrinopeptide-like sequences nor the polymeriza-
tion sites themselves are present in Sca. Thus the putative sca
expression product is unlikely to have a fibrinogen-like structure as
a whole, and there is no reason to expect that it polymerizes. No
biochemical functions have been localized to the domain conserved
between fibrinogen and Sca, but Xu and Doolittle (23) have
suggested that this region is involved in protein-protein interac-
tions; therefore Sca may bind to some other protein or proteins.

Properties of the sca locus suggest a role in lateral inhibiton.
In the developing eye, formation of an array of ommatidia appears
to depend on an inhibitory signal that prevents indiscriminate
ommatidium formation, probably by specifying a regular array of
cells as R8 precursors. We traced the origin of fused ommatidia
found in sca- mutant adults to defects in a prepattem that precedes
the morphogenetic furrow. From this altered prepattem an abnor-
mal array ofR8 precursors appears. Our interpretation is that, when
ommatidia form too close to each other, insufficient cells remain
between them for fiurther cell types to be recruited; later cell types
can only be recruited around both primordia, resulting in the fused
ommatidia seen in the adult.
Our results are most consistent with a role for the sca+ gene in

sending signals that regulate spacing in the eye. Fused ommatidia in
sca- indicated that a normal sca+ function is to suppress formation
of closely spaced R8 cells, and mosaic analysis attributed the mutant
defect to loss ofgene function in the R8 cells themselves. We assume
that, when a sca- R8 cell is formed in a mosaic region, inferior
inhibition often allows ectopic ommatidia to form nearby. Thus
ommatidia with sca- R8 cells are more likely to fuse with misspaced
neighbors, and be scored as phenotypically abnormal (26). By
contrast, the alternative model that sca+ function is required for
receiving or interpreting an inhibitory signal is not consistent with
the data in Table 1(27). Although the role of sca could be indirect,
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Fig. 4. Effects of Elp and Nts mutations on
R8 spacing (A) Expression of,-galactosidase A
under the control of a sca enhancer (52) labels
the R8 cells of wild-type discs. Shown here is
a NtS`/+ control disc after a temperature shift
(6 hours at 32°C and then 12 hours at 18°C)
(52, 53). In A, B, C, and F the scale bar
represents 100 ,um, and an arrow marks the
position of the morphogenetic furrow. (B) In
Elp'/Elp' many fewer onunatidia develop
(15). Their R8 cells express sca. (C) Expres-
sion of ,B-galactosidase under sca control in an
NItY/ fly after a temperature shift (6 hours at
32°C and then 12 hours at 18C). A band of
cells that were close to the morphogenetic
furrow during the high-temperature treatment
all contain P-galactosidase. In N`'/+ controls,
,B-galactosidase expression is the same as in
wild type, as in (A). (D) Higher magnification
of the disc from (C) showing P-galactosidase- z
containing cells. (E) Similar disc stained with V
MAbBP104, which labels all photoreceptors
(59). The.band of cells containing ,B-galacto-
sidase is also differentiating as neurons.
MAbBP104 is not expressed close to the morphogenetic furrow (mf), where
neuronal differentiation has not begun. Similar results were obtained with
MAb22C10, which detects another neuronal antigen (9). However, most of
these cells did not express sev antigen, which is expressed in many cells but
never in R8 (or R2 and R5) (54). (F) MAbBP104 staining in a N"/Y;

the locus has the capacity to encode a secreted protein so the most
straightforward model is that the sca protein itself is an extracellular
regulator of ommatidium spacing.
Other mutations affecting the array ofommatidia. Other gene

products must also be required to regulate the pattem of R8
precursors. At a muiinimum, a receptor and proteins involved in signal
transduction are expected. In addition, the fact that an aberrant
pattem of ommatidia develops in sca- rather than all cells develop-
ing identically suggests that sca might be only one of two or more
partially redundant signals. Furthermore both activation and inhi-
bition ofR8 cell formation might be regulated. Thus a comprehen-
sive picture of the generation of the R8 spacing pattern is not yet
possible. However, two genes encoding transmembrane proteins,
the DER gene and Notch (N), have been proposed to regulate
ommatidium formation (15, 16, 28). We have performed a number
of experiments aimed at elucidating how sca and these two loci
might function during ommatidium formation.

In dominant mutations of the DER (Elp alleles) very few
ommatidia develop (in ElplElp) and instead most cells remain
undifferentiated (15). We looked at sca gene expression in ElplElp
flies (Fig. 4, A and B). The sca gene was not active in the regions
where ommatidia were absent, and was only expiessed in the R8
cells ofthe few ommatidia that did form in ElplElp individuals. This
indicated that no array of R8 cells was formed in the regions where
no ommatidia develop, and that the Elp mutations probably affect
eye development at a step that precedes the cell interactions involv-
ing the sca gene.
Notch protein expression (29) and the phenotype resulting from

several N mutations suggest N functions in eye development (30).
In studies of a temperature-sensitive mutation (Ntsl) Cagan and
Ready (16) found that N activity was required to prevent indiscrim-
inate ommatidium formation. A different mutation, split (NMP') that
results from a single amino acid change in the extracellular domain
(31) recessively affects ommatidium formation and interacts genet-
ically with sca. All sca alleles are dominant suppressors of NMP' so that
the adult eye phenotype of NsPl/Y males (or \sP'lNSP' females) is
suppressed if they are simultaneously scal+. Duplications for the
wild-type sca gene enhance the Ns1I phenotype (32).

Elp'lElpBI disc after a temperature shift (6 hours at 32°C and then 12 hours
at 18°C). A band of cells close to the morphogenetic furrow differentiate as
photoreceptors, although differentiation in the rest of the disc is reduced by
the Elp mutation.

In the case of Nts', specific antibodies were used as markers to
characterize the new photoreceptors that develop after reduction of
N+ function. A lacZ gene under the control of a sca enhancer
expresses P-galactosidase in R8 cells (19), and other antibodies were
used that label other cells. Judging from the expression of 0-galac-
tosidase and the other antigens, most of the new photoreceptor cells
in N"' behave like R8 cells (Fig. 4, C to E). This suggested that in
the wild type these cells all have the potential to become R8 but that
N+ activity suppresses this activity in all but a few. The effect of the
Nts' mutation in the presence of Elp mutations was also examined.
Reduction of N function in the morphogenetic furrow region also
increased the number of photoreceptor cells in an Elp/Elp imaginal
disc (Fig. 4F), arguing that the DER mutation suppresses R8
formation by a mechanism requiring N+ activity.

Comparison of eye development in a NVP'IY male with wild type
(Fig. 5) shows that fewer ommatidia develop in the mutant, and that
they are spaced further apart than in wild type (16, 17). In the adult
the rows of ommatidia are disordered and the eye is smaller than
normal (16, 17). Suppression of the N"P' phenotype by sca mutations
resulted from the restoration of a more normal pattern of omma-
tidial spacing (Fig. 5, F and H). In contrast there is no reciprocal
interaction; NMP''+ did not change the phenotype of sca- homozy-
gotes, and NsP'Y; sca- was similar to sca- alone (Fig. 5G) (33). We
used mosaic analysis to determine which cells caused the NVP'
phenotype. When NP"'/N'P' clones were induced in N'P'/+ eyes, only
about 40 percent of the expected number of mosaic ommatidia with
NsPl/NsPl R8 cells were found, and the genotype of the other cells
was not significant (34). Thus the absence of ommatidia is due to the
effect of the NsPl mutant in the R8 cell precursors. In the NsPl mutant
sca expression was not limited to developing ommatidia, but was
also seen in regions from which ommatidia were absent (Fig. 5, D
and E). Thus, in this genotype sca expression does not become
restricted to differentiating R8 cells. This result contrasted with the
effect of Elp mutations, which decreased both the number of
ommatidia and sca expression coordinately (35).
The foregoing results show that N mutations also affect the

spacing of R8 cells, and hence the N and sca genes may act at the
same step. However the Ntsl and NsP' mutations have contrasting
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effects. Reduction in function due to N'" gives more R8-like cells,
but in NIVP/Y the number ofommatidia is decreased (36). Also, N"P'
acts in the R8, but N+ function should be dispensable for R8
determination because R8-like cells developed when N+ activity was
reduced. Therefore, the NSI) mutation may encode a protein with
altered or increased activity, not reduced, and it is the inappropriate
action of this product in the R8 cells that causes abnormal develop-
ment (37).

Implications for spacing patterns in Drosophila and other
organisms. We have used Drosophila eye development to look for
genes involved in spacing patterns. On the basis ofthe phenotype of
sca mutations and the sequence ofthe sca gene, we propose that the
sca product acts as a lateral inhibitor in eye development. We think
that sca expression, which in the eye is refined from groups of cells
to R8 cells only (19) (Fig. 2K), reflects restriction of R8-forming
potential to a few cells and then one, and we have shown that this
refinement itself requires sca+ function. Initially puzzling is that, in
sca-, reduced spacing between some ommatidia is accompanied by
increased spacing between others. One explanation involves consid-
ering the influence ofommatidia in adjacent rows. In wild type, each
row forms precisely out of register with the last so that ommatidia
in the nascent row form maximally distant from existing ommatidia
(Fig. 2, E and G). Reduced spacing in one row might therefore be
expected to result in a local increase in spacing in the next (Fig. 2, F
and H). Alternatively, theoretical models suggest that lateral inhi-
bition should be coupled to lateral activation (38). In such models
mutants in either process should also affect the other, and so may
have dual phenotypes.

Previously it was thought the neurogenic genes might encode
lateral inhibitory signals in Drosophila, but recent studies argued that
Notch mutations usually act autonomously, and none of the neuro-
genic loci is yet known to encode a secreted protein (39). Also the
increasing number of different developmental decisions known to
require N+ function may argue against an instructive role of N
activity (16, 39, 40). The characterization of sca provides a novel
component to be considered in models of neural development. Our
studies support the idea thatN is necessary to mediate the sca signal.

A simplistic model, consistent with the genetic data, is that N might
bind extracellular Sca. This is based on the NSP' point mutant in the
N extracellular domain which makes R8 cells abnormally sensitive to
sca product and the nonreciprocal genetic interaction (sca- affects
the phenotype of NSPl, but not vice versa) which suggests that
information is transmitted in one direction only, from Sca to N. In
tissue culture, N can mediate cell adhesion (41), and intracellular
effects suggest it might act as a receptor (35, 42). At present there is
no biochemical data on N-Sca binding and it is not known how N
might transduce information to the inside of the cell.
Both sca and N are also required for development of the bristle

pattem in Drosophila (43). Thus similar molecular mechanisms may
be used to generate both these spacing patterns. An important
difference concerns the role ofthe Achaete-Scute complex (AS-C). It
is thought that bristle spacing is determined in two steps. First, a
series of separate proneural regions are defined by expression of
AS-C genes and their antagonists. Then lateral inhibition (requiring
N, sca, and other genes) acts within each domain to refine the
pattern to one or a few bristle mother cells (19, 44). In contrast, in
the eye, both the formation of clusters of sca-expressing cells and
their refinement to single R8 cells depend on sca and N function,
and AS-C genes have no function in this process (45). Thus
formation of the prepattern of sca-expressing clusters is not homol-
ogous to formation of proneural regions in bristle development.
How a neurogenic band is formed and moves across the eye disc,
and how lateral inhibition alone generates such a reproducible
pattem, remain to be determined (46).

Less is known about spacing patterns in other organisms and
whether similar proteins are involved. Other genes related to the
whole sca molecule have not yet been reported, but the ply-
fibrinogen domain is found in other proteins (23). No functions
have been identified for any of these proteins except for the neural
cell adhesion molecule cytotactin, which may be involved in neu-
ronal-glial interactions during development (47). However, genes
similar to N have been isolated from C. elegans, Xenopus, humans,
and rats (48). In C. elegans the N cognate lin-12 is involved in
interactions between two cells that compete to become the Vu

Fig. 5. Neuronal differentiation in the NVP' mutation.
Photoreceptor differentiation in the imaginal discs of
vanous genotypes as revealed by staining with
MAb22C10, except (D) where MAbBP104 was used
(53,59). (A) The normal pattern of photoreceptor cel
differentiation (N+IN+). Scale bar represents 10 Lm in A
to C and F to I. NIPI/+ females are similar, but there are
rare gaps in the pattern. (B) N"P'IY male. (C and D) Very
few ommatidia develop in NSPIIY;E(spl)D/+ (28, 37). (E)
Expression of 3-galactosidase under sca control in spl/Y;
E(spl)D/+. Unlike Elp (Fig 4B) abundant sca expression
began in the morphogenetic furrow (arrowhead) al-
though very few ommatidia develop (D). sca is also
abnormally expressed in N"PI/Y in the absence of the
E(spl)D mutation (data not shown). (F) An almost
normal pattern of differentiation was seen in NP"'IY;
sca P21+ males (compare to panels A and B). (G) N"PI'Y;
scaBP2/Df(2R)scaKX2 disc. The pattern resembles sca- (Fig.
2, E and F). (H) sca mutations suppress the N"P'/Y;
E(spl)D/+ phenotype. Shown here is N'P'/Y:
Df(2R)scaKX2/+;E(spl)D/+. Compare to panel C. (I)
_NP'/Y; DpN+; E(spl)D/+. An extra dose of the wild-type
N+ gene on Dp(1;2)51b6,N+ w+ suppressed the N"P';
E(spl)DI+ phenotype (C). Similar suppression by the N+
duplication was also seen in the following three geno-
types: NP'IY, N'P'IN'P', and N"P'I+; E(spl) 1+.
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precursor cell, and between six VPC cells. In each case the successful
cell inhibits the others, strikingly reminiscent of R8 development in
Drosophila (49). Thus, at least some spacing patterns in other
organisms may be regulated by proteins similar to those used in
Drosophila.
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How Big Is the Universe of Exons?

ROBERT L. DORIT, LLOYD SCHOENBACH, WALTER GILBERT

If genes have been assembled from exon subunits, the
frequency with which exons are reused leads to an esti-
mate ofthe size ofthe underlying exon universe. An exon
database was constructed from available protein se-
quences, and homologous exons were identified on the
basis of amino acid identity; statisticaliy significant
matches were determined by Monte Carlo methods. It is
estimated that only 1000 to 7000 exons were needed to
construct all proteins.

M OST GENES IN COMPLEX EUKARYOTES CONSIST OF

short exons separated by long introns. In one view, genes
are assembled, via intron-mediated recombination, from

exon modules that code for functional domains, folding regions, or
structural elements (1, 2). Such models portray introns as a retained
primitive feature. Alternatively, the phylogenetic distribution of
introns has led to arguments that introns are a derived feature of
eukaryotic genomes, the result of bursts of parasitic elements
invading early (and continuous) eukaryotic coding regions (3, 4).
The hypothesis of exon shuffling proposes that complex genetic

information is built up by joining previously independent exons,
thus giving rise to more complex proteins and to novel enzymatic
functions. This view of the modular assembly of extant genes is
supported by the common structural features of certain large gene
superfamilies, such as the immunoglobulin-like superfamily (5), and
by the examples of exon reuse observed in the mosaic structure of
the LDL (low density lipoprotein) receptor and the EGF (epithelial
growth factor) precursor (6). In other gene superfamilies, the older
intron-exon gene structure is still apparent in certain representatives,
while other members of the same family have lost introns (possibly
through retroposition of a mature message) to produce genes with
longer and more complicated exons, but with few or no remaining

introns. An example of this pattern is the opsin superfamily, which
includes genes with four introns as well as genes for beta-adrenergic
receptors, which have no introns at all (7).
The ancient character of introns is also supported by data

suggesting that introns antedate the divergence of plants and
animals a billion years ago (8). Intron-exon structures may also
predate the endosymbiotic incorporation of chloroplasts and mito-
chondria, which occurred about 2 billion years ago (9). Introns may,
in fact, antedate the first branchings of life on Earth: the first
protogenes may have already displayed intron-exon structure. The
original exons may have been 15 to 20 amino acids long; processes
of intron sliding and intron loss leading to more complex exons have
produced the present day spectrum (2).

In this article, the frequency of exon shuffling events is surveyed
in order to address the following question: How many different
exons were required to generate the current protein diversity? We
have identified homologous exons (those of common evolutionary
origin) on the basis ofamino acid sequence similarity. To the extent
that every exon in an underlying universe of exons has an equal
probability of being incorporated into a gene, we can then estimate
the size of that underlying universe by determining how frequently
homologous exons appear in nonhomologous genes.
We first constructed a database of all known exons. The available

databases contain large numbers ofhomologous gene sequences; we
eliminated such duplication in order to obtain a collection of exons
derived solely from independent genes, unrelated by direct descent.
We then made pairwise comparisons of all these independent exons
to identify statistically significant sequence similarities, which, we
argue, indicate exon homology.

Finally, using a simple sampling model, we took this number of
exon repeats to estimate the size of the exon universe. If we survey
n exons that have been drawn with replacement from an underlying
set of size N, we expect the number of repeats to be given by the
product of n(n - 1)/2, the number of pairs of objects in the
collection, and the probability that any pair will match, 1/N. The
number of single repeats is thus n(n - 1)/2N. Accordingly the
expectation for triple repeats is n(n - 1)(n - 2)/6N2 and so forth
(10).
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